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ABOUT FERA DIAGNOSTICS AND BIOLOGICALS 

ABOUT VETRIMAX VETERINARY PRODUCTS 

With a vision for how real-time diagnostics coule improve animal care in the dairy industry, Cornell 
veterinarian Dr. Rodrigo Bicalho founded FERA Animal Health in 2014. Demand from Central New York dairy 
farms for better mastitis testing methodology fueled the development of FERA’s first product, AccuMast®. The 
company quickly grew, as large and small animal clinicians called on FERA to serve the industry.

In 2018, along with Dr. Thomas Smith and James Heinle, Bicalho created FERA Diagnostics and 
Biologicals, a highly energetic and science-driven company that continues  to combine innovation and 
science to develop practical products that will enhance the health productivity, and welfare of 
pets and farm animals.

With over 20 years of sales and marketing service to the veterinary industry, VetriMax® was 
founded in 2011 by Patrick Rayburn. Our mission was simple: A commitment to “Improving the Lives 
of Pets, and Those Who Care for Them”. Today, VetriMax® truly lives this mission through providing 
veterinarians with novel, safe and e�ective solutions to common dermatological problems. As a 
market leader, we were the first to introduce sodium hypochlorite in Command™ Deep Cleansing 
Shampoo, as a treatment for superficial bacterial and fungal infections.

With the addition of UTid+®In-Clinic Diagnostic System, we continue our mission now by making it 
more convenient to obtain reliable microbiological culture results - in a fraction of the time (and at 
a fraction of the cost), compared to conventional third-party testing. Test more patients, get results 
faster…and Get Well Soon(er)™ with UTid+®.
Ask Your Distributor Today.
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We think it’s time for a culture 
change. We developed UTid+ to 
bring microbiology back into the 
clinic and help you better serve  
your patients. 

Now you can accurately diagnose 
almost all commonly encountered 
infections faster, with more 

to improve the outcome for your 
patients and their owners.

FOR CLINICAL QUESTIONS OR 
ASSISTANCE INTERPRETING YOUR 
CULTURE, TEXT 607-342-8135 
FOR 24/7 ASSISTANCE
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Text 607.342.8135

for 24/7 assistance
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Empowering 
veterinarians.

Improving 
diagnoses.

Enhancing 
outcomes.

 
 

Learn
more here


